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F
or this inaugural Clinical

Faceoff, I have invited two

internationally known experts

on anterior cruciate ligament (ACL)

reconstruction to discuss two approa-

ches: single- and double-bundle

reconstruction. Russell Warren, MD, is

the Surgeon-in-Chief Emeritus at

Hospital for Special Surgery and a past

president of the American Orthopaedic

Society for Sports Medicine (AOSSM)

and American Shoulder and Elbow

Surgeons. Joining Dr. Warren and me

is Freddie Fu, MD, the David Silver

Professor and Chairman of the

Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at

University of Pittsburgh and past

president of AOSSM and the Interna-

tional Society of Arthroscopy, Knee

Surgery and Orthopaedic Sports Med-

icine. There is great controversy in this

area, and the discussion between these

two experts addresses the key issues.

Robert Marx MD: Should double-

bundle ACL reconstruction be used for

all primary cases?

Russell Warren MD: A definitive

study is still needed to determine whe-

ther primary ACL reconstruction

should be performed with a double-

bundle technique instead of a single-

bundle approach. To date, multiple

studies have shown improvements in

rotational control with a double-bundle

approach, but the clinical relevance of

this is unclear as many studies have

failed to demonstrate significant dif-

ferences on important parameters.

Recently, Dr. Irrgang et al. [6] indicated

that ‘‘at this time, there is no definitive

evidence that double-bundle ACL

reconstruction is better than single-

bundle ACL reconstruction in terms of

measures of knee joint structures,

functions, and clinical outcomes.’’ They

proposed an NIH-funded study in an

attempt to answer this question. I have

found single-bundle reconstruction to

be of value to my patients over many

years. Bone-patellar tendon-bone auto-

graft can be used for a single-bundle

reconstruction, allowing for bone-to-

bone healing and aperture fixation. The

double-bundle technique typically uses

‘‘suspensory’’ fixation, leading to

increased creep and potential tunnel

widening.

Anatomic reconstruction with the

double-bundle technique leads to the

two bundles functioning somewhat

independently at different degrees of

knee flexion, potentially placing the

entire load on a smaller graft (bundle).

If single-bundle ACL reconstruction is

performed, it must be placed anatom-

ically so the change in length with

flexion is minimal, as observed in a

normal ACL. Graft tunnel location is

critical to both techniques. Using

intraoperative computer navigation,

we found that some knees have higher

degrees of rotation after ACL injury

[2]. These knees may be better served

by a double-bundle approach. Further
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research is necessary to make a defin-

itive conclusion. Both techniques have

been shown to have high success rates

if performed well.

Freddie Fu MD: We use the ‘‘double-

bundle concept’’ when approaching all

primary ACL reconstructions. This

concept demonstrates awareness that

the native ACL consists of both anter-

omedial and posterolateral bundles, and

when reconstructing the ACL using

either a single-bundle or double-bundle

technique, it is imperative to keep in

mind the location and functions of both

of these bundles. There are scenarios for

which we feel patients are not candi-

dates for double-bundle reconstruction,

such as those with either narrow notch

widths or shallow notch heights. We

prefer to individualize each patient

based on both anatomical and graft

considerations, and we do not use a

‘‘one size fits all’’ philosophy.

As Dr. Warren mentioned, we are

currently conducting an NIH-funded,

prospective, randomized trial compar-

ing both single- and double-bundle

ACL reconstructions. This trial has

strict inclusion and exclusion criteria

that we feel will capture the majority

of the ACL-injured population and

make the outcomes quite relevant.

Together with Drs. Irrgang and

Tashman we are assessing postoperative

outcomes using highly sophisticated

in vivo, biodynamic measurements and

advanced imaging [6]. The results of

this study should enable us to help

answer the question of primary single-

versus double-bundle reconstruction

use in the near future.

Dr. Marx: Does double-bundle

ACL reconstruction result in fewer

clinical failures than single-bundle

ACL reconstruction?

Dr. Fu: Unfortunately, there is not a

simple answer to this question. The first

consideration is whether the graft is

placed anatomically or not. The tradi-

tional single-bundle technique typically

places the graft in the so-called

‘‘posterolateral to high anteromedial

position.’’ In this position, the graft does

not sustain the same amount of forces as

the native ACL, which may be directed

through other surrounding structures,

such as the condyles, menisci, and

collateral ligaments. Therefore, an

anatomically placed graft may actually

be prone to relatively higher failure

rates as a result of higher in situ forces

[7].

As mentioned, both the anatomic

single- and double-bundle techniques

have their own individual indications

and contraindications. A surgeon should

master both techniques and apply either

one depending on the anatomical

characteristics of each patient. Double-

bundle ACL reconstruction should

be regarded as a concept rather than as

an actual ‘‘technique.’’ Recently, we

have published a Level I study that

reported on anatomic double-bundle

being significantly superior to conven-

tional single-bundle ACL reconstruction

and better than anatomic single-bundle

reconstruction when the groups were

randomized [5]. A succeeding study that

individualized the single- and double-

bundle techniques to their particular

indications found equal outcomes for

both techniques [4].

Typically, a tibial insertion site

length of less than 14 mm is an indica-

tion for a single-bundle reconstruction.

When the tibial insertion site is greater

than 14 mm, either single-bundle or

double-bundle reconstruction can be

performed, and a double-bundle is the

preferred technique in cases with a tibial

insertion site size of greater than 18 mm

in length [11]. If either technique is used

for the wrong indication, early clinical

failure may be the result.

Regardless of the technique per-

formed, all grafts need time to heal. In

this regard, a double-bundle graft theo-

retically may prove weaker in the early

phase after surgery until the bundles

heal together and facilitate their syner-

gistic effects. Additionally, because

double-bundle reconstruction is tech-

nically a more demanding procedure

with a learning curve, the clinical fail-

ure rate may be somewhat higher in

inexperienced hands; however, this

should not discourage surgeons from

learning this technique, as mastering

both techniques and utilizing them in

the appropriate scenarios will provide
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patients with the best potential for suc-

cessful outcomes.

Dr. Warren: In reading Dr. Fu’s

response to this question, several

issues are noted. First, most anatomic

single-bundle techniques appear higher

on the wall than that noted in Fig. 2 of

the article by Hussein et al. [4]. The

issue of going lower on the wall can be

overdone, as the graft becomes less of

an anterior bundle and more posterior

lateral. A single graft that is low on the

wall will function only near extension

or at 08, and the forces on the graft

may be excessive if fixed in flexion.

The authors comment that a double-

bundle technique is indicated if the

tibial footprint is greater than 18 mm.

Actually, in their article comparing

anatomic single-bundle and anatomic

double-bundle techniques, they used a

16-mm cutoff and noted they were

equal in outcome, but the authors did

not perform an anatomic single-bundle

with the larger tibial footprint, making

it hard to accept a tibial footprint of

greater than 16 mm as a reason to do a

double-bundle ACL reconstruction.

They also note that a double-bundle

technique may need longer to heal

together and act synergistically. To my

knowledge, it has not been proven that

there is a shared load between the two

grafts, as opposed to a larger single-

bundle where the collagen is inter-

connected and loads can be shared.

Lack of graft interaction is one of

my concerns with a double-bundle

technique.

Dr. Marx: Is revising a double-

bundle ACL reconstruction more

technically difficult than revising a

single-bundle ACL reconstruction?

Dr. Warren: Revising a double-

bundle ACL reconstruction generally

involves increased technical difficulty

compared to revising a single-bundle

reconstruction, depending on the reason

for failure, the primary graft, and its

fixation. Double-bundle reconstruc-

tions are typically fixed by cortical

(suspensory) fixation using hamstrings.

Tunnel widening has been noted more

with suspensory fixation than with

aperture fixation. This has been descri-

bed as the ‘‘bungee-cord effect.’’

Tunnel widening can lead to technical

complexity in revision surgery, partic-

ularly if the two tunnels coalesce and

leave a large cavity on the femoral side.

In some cases, tunnel widening may

require a two-stage revision with bone

grafting. Furthermore, tunnel location is

important, and bone loss following

double-bundle surgery can make ana-

tomic reconstruction more challenging.

If the anteromedial bundle was well-

placed and the tunnel was not enlarged,

a single-bundle bone-patellar tendon-

bone revision graft may be adequate;

however, if the tunnels are enlarged to

15 to 20 mm or if the tibial tunnel is

posterior, a two-stage procedure

with bone grafting may be indicated.

Our experience with revision following

failed double-bundle reconstruction is

limited, as few surgeons use it as a

primary procedure in our region. Revi-

sion failure rates with single bundle

average approximately 20% in one

series, as well as in our own study [1, 9].

A question that remains to be answered

is whether double-bundle reconstruc-

tion is indicated for high-risk patients

who have failed primary ACL

reconstruction.

Dr. Fu: Dr. Warren’s response to this

complex question is well-stated. Revi-

sion of a double-bundle reconstruction

can be challenging, but we feel that for

every scenario there are many potential

options. Tunnel widening does make

revision surgery more challenging, but

we have rarely seen this complication

since we have been performing ana-

tomic primary double-bundle ACL

reconstructions. Although the ‘‘bungee-

cord effect’’ can cause tunnel widening,

as we showed in our 1997 study [8], this

only seems to occur when using soft-

tissue grafts combined with nonana-

tomic reconstructive techniques. I

would also emphasize that the use of

cortical suspensory fixation has signifi-

cant advantages, as it does not interfere

with the intratunnel healing process and

allows the graft to heal in the same

position as the native ACL.

An alternative to the use of soft-tissue

grafts for double-bundle reconstruction

is a quadriceps tendon autograft with a
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bone block on the femoral end, with the

soft tissue split into two bundles in the

tibial tunnels. When revising patients

who had quadriceps tendon autografts,

we are frequently able to reuse the

existing tunnel or convert to an ‘‘over-

the-top’’ reconstruction. In our experi-

ence, bone grafting is rarely necessary,

as we can use cortical fixation or fixation

over a post in these revision cases.

In order to avoid revision surgery,

it is important to note that primary

double-bundle reconstruction requires

surgical skill and experience. We urge

surgeons to first fully master the single-

bundle technique before attempting a

double-bundle reconstruction. Also, by

investigating healing after ACL recon-

struction and delaying return to sports

for 9 to 12 months postoperation, per-

haps we can decrease the number of

ACL revisions in the future.

Dr. Marx: Will double-bundle ACL

reconstruction result in less knee

osteoarthritis (OA) than single-bundle

reconstruction?

Dr. Fu: Both functional bundles of

the ACL should be reconstructed to

adequately restore the native knee

kinematics and, thus, protect the knee

from degenerative changes over time.

To this end, the graft(s) should mimic

the native ligament with regard to size,

shape, and orientation. A double-bun-

dle technique inherently restores both

of the functional bundles by recon-

structing them separately, but a single-

bundle reconstruction can be carried

out according to the same principles.

By orienting the single-bundle graft in

the same fashion as the ACL, the

designated anteromedial and postero-

lateral sections will adapt the function

of each respective bundle.

If the graft is placed nonanatomi-

cally, the normal knee kinematics will

not be restored, and the injured knee

will be susceptible to the development

of degenerative changes [10]. Nonan-

atomical graft placement has been

shown to decrease the thickness of the

articular cartilage when compared to

anatomic graft placement [3]. Again, it

is of the utmost importance to employ

the appropriate technique for the right

indication. With either technique, we

aim to reconstruct at least 60% to 80%

of the native insertion sites of the

ACL; however, to date, it remains

unknown as to the exact percentage

that should be reconstructed to suffi-

ciently restore the normal kinematics

of the knee.

We believe that this question is very

relevant. Differences in knee kine-

matics between the two techniques

(employed for the same indication)

may be minimal, but over time these

minimally altered kinematics have the

potential to cause degenerative chan-

ges in the knee. Rather than aiming to

return patients to play and settle with a

stable knee with clinical examination,

we should aim for the best long-term

outcomes for our patients, and ensure

that the knee is restored as closely as

possible to the native situation.

Dr. Warren: While restoring knee

kinematics to a greater degree with the

double-bundle approach may make

intuitive sense, there is no evidence to

date that demonstrates less OA in these

patients. Perhaps this will be noted over

20 years, but the meniscus status will

likely outweigh the subtle improvement

in rotational control with a double-

bundle approach. Dr. Fu’s approach is

to mimic the anatomy closely, but if the

position overstrains the graft with

excess elongation (> 10%), graft failure

may occur.

Dr. Fu has drawn our attention to

the anatomy of the ACL, which has

helped all of us. A double-bundle

reconstruction, however, as currently

performed, may place excess strain on

parts of the graft. Until we have truly

anatomic replicas of the ACL, this will

be an issue.

Dr. Marx: To summarize what I

have learned from Drs. Fu and War-

ren, we do not yet know if double-

bundle ACL reconstruction will result

in fewer failures. Double-bundle ACL

reconstruction has been shown in vitro

to better restore knee kinematics;

however, it will be some time before

we know if this translates to less OA in

patients in the long-term. Revision of

double-bundle ACL reconstruction can

have additional challenges. But, as
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always, there are strategies to facili-

tate revision. Lastly, it remains unclear

whether double-bundle ACL recon-

struction should be used for all

primary cases. Dr. Fu’s ‘‘double-bun-

dle concept’’ has improved our

approach to primary ACL reconstruc-

tion, and we all look forward to his

prospective, randomized trial that

compares the two techniques. That

study should add some clarity to this

complex clinical issue.
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